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If you would like to see your ad here in Pepp Culture Issue #2  
please email helen@designbypeppi.com.au
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oad cycling is one thing, road 
racing is another, and criterium 
racing (or crit racing) is quite an-
other. Based around small road 
circuits, the idea behind this style 
of event is to race hard and fast 
and try to cross the line at the 
end in first place. The races are 

only an hour long, so they’re fast, scary (because 
of all the corners) and great for spectators.

The Jayco Bay Criterium Series is Australia’s 
premier criterium racing series, based around 
Melbourne and Geelong. It’s a four race series 
with a different course on offer each day. Some 
are open with some ups and downs, others are 
tight, with 180 degree corners at each end and 
long straights in between.

The Series attracts Australia’s fastest road cyclists 
— Olympians, Tour de France stars, you name it, 

they’re there. This year I was lucky enough to line 
up against these speedstars as part of the Team 
Degani Café Bakery Women’s team. Degani Cafe 
Bakery not only operate the best coffee houses  
in Melbourne, but they also support local cycling 
in a big way. So I was in, but first: a bit more 
background.

Crits, being fast, intense and sometimes danger-
ous, tend to be either loved or hated by cyclists. 
Funnily and strangely enough, I’m not a crit lover. 
Quite the opposite. In fact, just mention the word 
‘crit’ and shivers of fear shoot through me like a 
school kid waiting for his headmaster’s wrath.

If I’m not conjuring thoughts of skin ripping of 
me as I hit the tarmac, I’m wondering how many 
contorted bodies and carbon fibre rigs I’ll have to 
dodge to stay upright. Then there’s the fact that 
the racing is very fast, sending your heart rate 
sky-high as soon as the start gun fires. You can 

understand why I started on day one with at least 
a little trepidation.
True to form, it wasn’t long into the first day before 
I heard the familiar clang of bikes crashing and 
girls screaming. Day one was terrible but thank-
fully I — and my team — all managed to stay on 
our bikes and finished in a good position.
The racing settled down a bit over the later few 
days. There were less crashes and the racing  
actually got a bit fun (who’d have though it!)
I’m painting a dramatic picture but, drama aside, 
it was a great week. While the racing was hard, it 
was also an awesome adrenaline rush and finish-
ing the Series brought with it a great sense of  
accomplishment.
So, like an alcoholic who knows they probably 
shouldn’t, I’ve already started thinking about  
next year.

Degani Cafe Bakery | Girls team 2010 
from left: Row Fry, Niki Fisher (Design by Peppi), 
Amy Bradley, Maddison Vit & Naomi Williams[ ]
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assie: land of beautiful mountains, 
pub-only towns and a Jesus-look-a-like 
character performing yoga in the 
local park.
We headed to Tassie to compete in the 
Blue Dragon mountain bike race. The 
event, based in North-East Tasmania,  
offers some great riding in truly  

spectacular countryside. Think New Zealand with a 
cheaper airfare and less tourists.
Saturday saw us pedal up a huge mountain, take in some 
stunning alpine views, then hurtle down the other side 
(with me hoping my brakes wouldn’t fail!). They didn’t but 
my tyres did so I had to walk the last 10km of the 50km 
ride. Luckily I got to ride one of the most fun sections of 
trail before that rather deflating experience though; the trail 
weaved its way down the side of a mountain under rainfor-
est canopy with logs and creek crossings to negotiate.
The local Lion’s Club provided a delicious lunch once 
we finally arrived at the finish and the local river that runs 
through Derby was very refreshing on the 30+ degree day.
So that was that. The local café’s were bursting with 
tourists that afternoon, as we sat around, sucked in the 
fresh country air and were quite happy to be where and 
we were.
Later that afternoon we packed up the wagon and  
headed to the pub-only town of Weldborough. Luckily, it 
was a great pub and the patrons were very accepting of 
the load of loud and lairy bike tourists that rocked up on 
their doorstep.
I snacked on a vegetable wrap that night, had some dinner 
and woke up sick! So that put a dampener on Sunday but 
by all accounts the second day of riding was even more 
fun than the first so I’m itching to get back there next year.
The last day of our trip saw us touring Launceston, check-
ing out the local cafés, eating a very tasty burger and 
swimming in a big, deep waterhole — it’s what they do in 
Launceston, and it’s easy to see why.
It was a great few days away and a good chance to 
refresh before powering up the computer.
If you love mountain biking and you’re after an adventure, 
check out the Blue Dragon.
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Believe it or not, we don’t sit 
around drawing (exceptionally 
pretty) pictures all day…
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1. the brief from Big hill events required us to con-
vey a sense of adventure, athleticism, strength and 
accomplishment. we chose to use illustration rather 
than photography to give the event a boutique and 
unique feel.
2. the main objective was to make the Gravity cycle 
imports id strong, inspiring and memorable. the 
font was specifically developed for the project and 
we linked the chain-ring into the id to keep the cy-
cling theme alive and pumping. simple stark colours 
and the stamp-like treatment keep it clean and fresh.
3. pizza station is one of seven prospective new food 
stores for the new royal children’s hospital. the 
id was developed with both the retail space and 
take away packaging in mind. it had to be catchy yet 
minimal and transferable across media.

4. we were asked to develop an id for a new sea-
food shop in sunshine, Victoria. the brief called for 
a fresh and clean approach. with a name like pirates 
of the sea, there was plenty of scope for creativity 
so we rolled up our sleeves and got the pencils out! 
the result: a modern mark with a cheeky twist.
5. An exciting new cafe in the heart of melbourne, 
George and paul’s is an exciting development run 
by two very succesfull business partners. As such, 
we wanted to represent these characters in the id to 
establish them as a strong identity within the brand. 
the id is simple and powerful without taking itself 
too seriously. 
6. will walker is a household name in the cycling 
industry so the logotype had to be a main focal 
point. the id had to be simple and suggest an ele-
ment of performance, while not appearing too elitist. 
the result is simple, classy and clean (if we do say 
so ourselves)!

7. this id had to appeal to a conservative market 
without being drab or boring. we also had to sug-
gest a strong sense of know-how and cutting edge 
experience. it was a fine line to walk. After a bit 
of brainstorming we decided experience is all in 
people’s heads. we started with one head, decided it 
wasn’t getting the message across clearly, and ended 
up with two!
8. Grace sports medicine is a medical practice in 
tauranga, new Zealand. Again, the key message 
here had to be experience, security and athletic 
know-how. we worked with a svelte body image and 
developed a logotype reflecting conservatism and 
experience.
9. the new royal children’s hospital required an 
image that excluded any branding to be positioned 
at a modern and sleek food store at the entry to the 
hospital. using whimsical lines, the illustration aims 
to convey youth, a strong sense of excitement and 
uplifting optimism.



3 eggs
4 tablespoons milk

4 slices of bread
2 teaspoons of sugar

50g butter
2-3 pears 

100g shaved almonds
100% pure Canadian Mapple Syrup

Ricotta
SeRVeS 2

Preheat the oven at 200o. Cut the pears into quarters and place in a baking 
dish. Bake for 45 minutes or until crispy and caramelised.
Beat together the eggs, milk and sugar in a large, shallow dish. Add the 
bread and allow to soak for 1-2 minutes on each side so that all the mixture 
is absorbed.
Heat a large frying pan over medium heat. Add the soaked bread and cook 
over medium/low heat for 2-3 minutes on each side.
In a seperate frying pan, melt the butter and add the shaved almonds and 
fry while stirring with a wooden spoon for 2-3 minutes or until golden brown.
To serve: stack 2 pieces of french toast on a plate, add the caramelised 
pears, sprinkle the almonds, add a dollop of ricotta on top of the stack and 
finally drizzle with Mapple syrup.

ingredients method

3.
french toast with 

caramelised pear  

& almonds

10. Decadent downtime



Photographer: Mikkeli Godfree

age: Calendar 30; Mental 18

Loves: Watching/doing any type of bike racing, travelling, great coffee

hates: Anything that gets in the way of the above, bad coffee

Lives: Melbourne 

dream life: A few more days on the bike a week and I’d be living it

4. Shhh, it’s Photo Time 



PePP wiSdOm
Take a leaf ouT of This guy’s book: 
forgeT abouT dreary, over-priced, 

dingy aparTmenTs and play a guiTar

and fear not, pepp culture #2 is just around the corner 
[ ]
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